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With the developing of information technology, the higher information
levelenterprise get, the stronger dependence on the information system they need.
The reliable, stable and efficient operation of enterprise information system is related
to the enterprise's core interests, then how to guarantee the reliable and stable
operation of information system?Monitoring is an indispensable part. With the
monitoring from the host to the application layer, collection system to run real-time
information, and provide data support for the expansion of hardware products and
applications, In the abnormal operation of the system such as CPU usage rate is too
high, can inform maintenance personnel, in the systemproblems such as machine
downtimecan make operation and maintenance personnel timely intervention.
This system apply the Java programming language, Oracle database
storagedevelopment tools Eclipse, and JDK version1.7.The system mainly includes
project management module, user management module, monitoring type module,
monitoring item module, monitoring entry management module, security management
module, system management module, scheduling management module, alert
management module, etc..
This thesis introduce the business background and business objectives of the
system, the functional requirements analysis, the non functional requirements analysis,
the system design and the detailed design of the system. And select the appropriate
technical framework and appropriate development methods to achieve.
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